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Abstract.
This paper investigates the association between compactifications
of a space which are minimal with respect to the extension of families of continuous functions and their associated subalgebras of C'(X).

1. Introduction
Let X be a locally compact, noncompact Hausdorff space. With each compactification aX of X we can associate a subalgebra of C*(X), the collection
of all bounded continuous real valued functions on X, as follows: Ca(X) is
the collection of all function in C*(X) which have continuous extensions to
aX. It is well known that this association is a lattice isomorphism between
the compactifications of X and the family of algebras so obtained. For any
collection & of continuous functions Jyf : X —►
K y , where K y is a compact
r
Hausdorff space, there is a smallest compactification to which the entire collection & extends [9]. This minimal compactification can be realized by adjoining
the singular set of an appropriate function to X. Singular sets and their relation to compactifications have been studied extensively [1], [2], [3], [5], [6]. In
the event that a single real valued continuous function is being extended we can
view the resulting compactification as fundamental. This paper is concerned
with these minimal compactifications and their associated function algebras.

2. Notation

and definitions

In what follows all spaces will be locally compact Hausdorff. The real numbers will be denoted by R. For a space X, C*(X) will denote the algebra of
bounded continuous real valued functions on X. If aX is a compactification
of X, then Cn(X) will denote the subalgebra of C*(X) consisting of functions
which have continuous extensions to aX . ßX and coX will denote the StoneCech and the Alexandroff one-point compactifications of X respectively. Note
that CJX) is the same as C*(X), while CW(X) consists of those functions
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which are constant at infinity. For our purposes we will say that two continuous
real valued functions are equivalent if their difference is an element of Cw(X).
If / and g are equivalent we will denote this by / = g . If & and S are two
collections of functions we will say that & = S provided each function in &~
is equivalent to a function in S and conversely. If S ç C*(X) then e% will
denote the product mapping. In other words, if S = {fy} where f : X —►
I
(Iy is a closed bounded subinterval of R), then e^(x) = (fy(x)) e \~[yIy ■ If
S separates points from closed sets, then es is an embedding. If / e Ca(X),
then f will denote its extension to aX. If S c Ca(X), then %?a will denote
the family of extensions of functions in S> to aX. For S ç C*(X), (S)
will denote the algebra generated by 8>. If K is compact and /: X —►
K is
continuous, then the singular set of /, S^(f) is defined by

¿7(f)

= {p e K | for each open U with p eU QK ,f~\U)

is not compact}.

lfS? ç C*(X), then co^X will denote the smallest compactification to which
the collection S? extends. In the case that S? = {/} , this is written as co{X.
For any set A, the cardinality of A will be denoted by \A\. If aX and yX
are two compactifications with aX < yX then the projection from yX to aX
will be denoted by it . The projection onto the y th factor of a product will
be denoted by n . All other notation is standard. Generally the notation here
conforms to that of [4].

3. Results
Let / 6 C*(X). In [7] it is shown that the extension of / to cOj-X is one-toone on the remainder. Furthermore f°(cOj-X\X) = S?(f) [5], so that S?(f)
is homeomorphic to cofX\X. Furthermore, / extends to cofX as the identity
on the remainder, which can be viewed as a subset of [0,1 ]. It seems that
these compactifications are in some sense the simplest compactifications in the
lattice. As we will see, they play a fundamental role in the structure of general
compactifications.
If aX is an arbitrary compactification of X and f e C* (X), then there is
a smallest compactification greater than aX to which / extends. This compactification is yX = sup{aX, cOrX} . The case covered in [7] corresponds to
the case where aX = coX. Although the extension of / to yX need not be
one-to-one on yX\X, it is one-to-one on each of the fibers, n~ (p). We will
make use of this fact later.
We begin with a relative of the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem.
Lemma 1. Let S be a subalgebra of Ca(X). Suppose that Cw(X) ç S
Sn separates points of aX\X ; then S = Ca(X).

and

Proof. Note that S?" contains all of the constant functions on aX . Let p e aX
and q e X . Let F be a neighborhood with compact closure such that q e V ç
X, and p £ V . Choose a Urysohn function g on aX which is supported in
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V and for which g(q) = 1. Clearly g\x e CJX) çë? .In addition g = (g\x)a
separates p and q. By hypothesis 8? separates points in aX\X so that the
algebra S?a contains the constant functions and separates points of aX. By
the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem 2T = C(aX). Now let ;: C(aX) -►Ca(X) be
defined by j(f) = f\x. Since j is an isometric isomorphism, j(8?a) = S is
dense in Ca(X). u
We observe that the minimum compactification to which a collection %? ç
C* (X) extends is the same as the minimum compactification to which the product mapping e% extends. To see this suppose that each f e8? extends to aX.
In this case e^ also extends via (f). Conversely, if es extends to aX, then
n o e^ is an extension of f . Thus the collection of compactifications to which
each extends is the same, from which it follows that the minimum is also the
same.

Theorem 1. Let %?ç C*(X) separate points from closed sets in X. Let eX be
the compactification obtained from the embedding e9, that is eX = e^.(X) ç

Y\f€SIf. Then Ce(X)= JCJXjUW).
Proof. Clearly e^ has an extension to eX which is one-to-one on eX\X.
In particular eX is the smallest compactification to which the collection %?
extends. Thus the functions in S must separate points in eX\X. Since each
function in S extends to eX we have (Cw(X) l)g?) ç Ce(X). By Lemma 1

the theorem follows.

D

Corollary 1. Let 8? ç C*(X).

closed sets in X,

Then whether or not S separates points from

_

c^(X) = 7(öjxJU¥).

Proof. Let &~ = CW(X) US? . Then 9~ separates points from closed sets in X
and (CJX) 1)8?) = (Ca)(X)u3r).
Since each function in CW(X) extends to
every compactification, co^X = co^X. Thus

CWs(X)= Cegr(X)= (CJX) of)

= (CJX)US).

D

Corollary 2. In order that a closed subalgebra !? of C*(X) be CJX) for some
aX it is necessary and sufficient that &~ contain CJX).

Proof. Clearly if Sf = CJX) for some aX then CJX) Ç/,

Conversely if

CJX) ç 9-, then^ = (CJX)U^) = CwJX). u
Corollary 3. If & and S are two equivalent subsets of C*(X), then e? = e^
(or equivalently co^X = co^X ).

Proof. If & and S are equivalent then (CJX)uS?) = (CJX) uf).

a

Example 1. The converse of Corollary 3 is not true even in the simplest case.
Let X be the disjoint union of two copies, Q, and Q,2, of the ordinals less than
the first uncountable ordinal. In this case ßX is the two point compactification
of X. Let fk be the characteristic function of Qk (k = 1,2). Clearly the two
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functions are not equivalent, but each satisfies ßX = cof
X. We note that each
Jk
is a polynomial in the other with coefficients from CJX).
This is of course
more general than being equivalent.

Corollary 4. The lattice of compactifications of a space X is isomorphic to the
lattice of closed subalgebras of C*(X) containing CJX).

Proof. This follows easily from Corollary 2. D
Lemma 2. Let atX be a family of compactification of X and let aX = sup^A";

then Ca(X) = (U,CJX)).
Proof. By Corollary 2, ((J( Ca (X)) is the function space associated with a compactification. Thus the lemma follows from the fact that the lattice of compact-

ifications and the lattice of associated function spaces are isomorphic.

□

Theorem 2. Let S ç C*(X) separate points from closed sets in X ; then the

following holds:
sup cofX = co^X = e^X.
f&

J

Proof. Let yX = supygSrcOj-X. Then clearly yX < co^X < e^X. Also by
Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 it follows that CeJX) = (CJX) öS?) ç C(X).
Hence e^X < sup/(£?r cofX.
D
From the above it follows that ßX = sup ,-e?,cofX for appropriate collections
S ç C*(X). In fact every compactification of X satisfies a similar relation. For
the case of ßX, 8? need not be all of C*(X). In particular g? need not contain
equivalent functions. In the case that \ßX\X\ < NQ,8? may consist of a singleton [7]. Since (sup co,X)\X is homeomorphic to a subset of Yifc&^W) > *t
follows from cardinality considerations alone that if ßX = sup ,eÇ. cofX, then
\8?\ > |R| whenever X is real compact. From this it follows that there are at
least |R| nonequivalent functions in C*(X) for real compact X.
It also follows from Theorem 2 that for spaces such as «-dimensional Euclidean space (n > 2) every compactification is a supremum of compactifications having closed intervals as remainders. This it true since for these spaces
each remainder is connected. In this case, for each / e C*(X), either ¿7(f)

is a single point or A?(f ) = [0, 1].
In what follows we will be interested in the algebra associated with cofX . In
particular, when is it (CJX) U {/}) without closure. In this case Cw (X) is a
singly generated module over CJX).
Let aX < yX. We will say that n
is

finite if

\\J{n;ilJp):\n;i]>(p)\>l}\<œ.
This is to say that the projection has only finitely many point inverses which
do not consist of a singleton and each of these consists of only finitely many
points.
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Theorem 3. Let aX < yX and suppose that n

feC*(X)

545

is finite; then there exists an

such that

Cy(X)= (CJX) U {/}>.
Proof. Let {px,...,pn}
= \j{n^(p):
\n£(p)\ > 1}. Let {Uk}"k=xbe open
subsets of yK, with disjoint closures, such that pkeUk. By Urysohn's Lemma
there is a function / 6 CJX) such that f(Uk) = k.
Note that CJX) consists of those g e CJX) suchthat g7 is constant on
sets of the form n~ya (p).
Let
xr *

Clearly fk e (CJX) U {/}) since each is a polynomial in / with coefficients

in CJX).

Furthermore

Í 1

if j = -fc;

Let fk denote the restriction of fk to X. Now let g e CJX).

Define g. as

follows:

gj = (g- g7(Pj))fj ■
Since g](x) = 0 for x e {Jt~!(/>)': \x£(p)\

< 1}, we have gj e CJX).

Let

h = T,gj- It also follows that h e CJX). Finally let

S= I>
Routine computation shows that s -ge

s e (CJX) u {/}). Thus g = s-(s-g)e

+ g(Pj))fj■
CJX)

since s7(p¡) = gy(p.).

(CJX) u {/}).

Also

g

A partial converse of this theorem is true. I do not know if the complete
converse is true.

Theorem 4. Let CJX) = (CJX) u {/}} ; then \n~x (p)\ < oc for each peaX.
Proof. First note that yK is the smallest compactification larger than aX to
which / extends, so that f is one-to-one on n~ (p) for each p e aX\X.

Let p e aX\X and let K = f(n~l(p))

ç cofX\X ç R. Let g = sin(f). Now

g e CJX) c Cy(X) so that g is a polynomial in / with coefficients from
CJX). Let q denote this polynomial. On n~ (p), the coefficients of g1' = q'
are constant. Suppose g7 agrees with aJf7)"-\-\-axfy+a0
on n~ (p). Now
/ extends to cofX as the identity on the remainder. This means that sinx and
anx" H-\-axx
+ aQ agree on K Ç R. This can happen only if |A"| < oo . Since
f7 is one-to-one from n~ (p) into K, the theorem follows. G
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Theorem 5. Let aX have a finite remainder and let aX < yX. Then yX has

a finite remainder if and only if C (X) = (CJX) U {/}).
Proof. This follows easily from Theorems 3 and 4.

a
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